Early On® Michigan Implementation Manual
Early On Michigan Implementation Manual is intended for Early On Coordinators,
administrators, service coordinators, and other individuals who work within the
Early On system. It is a resource for understanding the Early On system, federal
and state requirements, and strategies for implementation. Many sections begin
with a statement about the intent of the requirement. In every section guidance is
presented regarding the implementation of the requirements. The federal and state
legislation and regulations are referenced toward the end of many of the sections. A
list of forms and other resources related to the topic, when available, are also
included at the close of each section and in the Appendices.
This manual is designed to be accessible, cost effective, and easy to update. Each
section title in the table of contents is a link that takes you directly to that section
of the manual. Links to additional resources are also included within each manual
section. (During the initial development of the manual, the completed sections will
show in the table of contents as links. Other topics are listed in the table of
contents to indicate future topics to be added.)
The manual will always remain a work in progress, continually being updated with
the most current information about implementation of Early On. It is hoped that
Early On Michigan Implementation Manual will be a useful tool to early
interventionists as they work with Michigan’s infants and toddlers and their families.
This publication was produced and distributed through an Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) Mandated Activities Project for Clinton County
Regional Educational Service Area Office of Innovative Projects – Early On Training
and Technical Assistance (CCRESA OIP EOT&TA), awarded by the Michigan
Department of Education. This document is in the public domain and may be copied
for further distribution when proper credit is given. For further information or
inquiries about this project, contact the Michigan Department of Education, Office of
Early Childhood Development and Family Education, P.O. Box 30008, Lansing, MI
48909.
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